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After developing the methodology, we applied it to the case of the Netherlands highways. We show that
the average irradiation on the Dutch highway network is around 880 kWh/m2/y, 35% less than the
potential of an optimally tilted conventional PV system in the south of the Netherlands. Covering the
entire 1600 km of the Dutch highways network with solar road modules of poly c-Si, mono c-Si and CIGS
would respectively generate 5.2 TWh/y, 6.6 TWh/y, and 3.4 TWh/y of DC electricity. This could be used to
fully power the Dutch national public lighting demand. Moreover, to include the effect of traffic on these
values, a model was developed to account for the energy potential reduction due to vehicles shading.
Using real traffic data from two of the top-four busiest roads in the Netherlands, the A12 and A16, it was
found that traffic accounts for an average of 3% reduction of solar road irradiation and DC yield potential.
The maximum reduction of 9% was observed in particular locations, such as bridges and nearby ramp
roads. The result of such mapping methodology could serve as a useful tool for research advisory, private
industry, and governmental projects.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With cities getting more densely populated and energy
demanding, infrastructure integrated photovoltaic (IIPV) technol-
ogy has gained more interest from researchers, companies, and
governmental institutions. What IIPV technology offers in addition
to conventional photovoltaic systems is the solution to the land
constraint issue [1]. In fact, providing power with a reasonable
energy density from photovoltaic technology requires a great
amount of land. In Ref. [2], P. Denholm and R. Margolis claim that if
the US should be entirely powered by photovoltaic energy, around
180 m2 per person of land area would be needed, which corre-
sponds to about 0.6% of the total US land area, a dimension com-
parable with the total area of the Netherlands. This land occupation
competes with housing, transportation, andmore severely with the
agriculture sector. Hence, high deployment of conventional PV
systems might raise a future conflict between the agriculture and
sustainable energy sectors [3].
r Ltd. This is an open access article
All this considered, the idea of integrating photovoltaic tech-
nology in already existing built-up surfaces becomes very attractive
because no additional space is needed and only a limited infra-
structure adjustment is required. Many technological solutions
have been already studied and tested, from facades integrated PV to
shading objects in the urban environment [4e6]. According to
Ref. [7], roads have a great irradiation potential, and the
Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)
claims that the Dutch road network, which accounts for around
135.000 km (includingmore than 1600 km of highways), converted
into solar roads, could harvest enough electricity to cover 10% of the
national demand, while one third of the road network could power
9 million cars with clean energy [8].

While there are numerous studies on IIPV potential in urban
areas ([4,6,9e11]), the literature and results on solar road potential
modelling is currently still very poor [7,12]. Among the most
interesting projects there are the study case presented by V. Pra-
santh et al. [13], where the emergency lane of the Dutch highway
A12 is simulated to convert electricity at 9.68% efficiency as solar
road, the work of A. Shekhar et al. [1] on the energy performance of
the TNO installed solar bike path in Krommenie, Amsterdam, and
the research of V. Kumar [14] regarding the temperature model of
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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TNO solar road technology. The scarcity of material is probably due
to the early development stage of the solar road concept. More
information related to the technology specifications and develop-
ment can be found in Refs. [15e20].

The aim of this research project is to provide a methodology to
accurately yet quickly estimate and map the annual irradiation and
DC yield potential of solar roads. The research does not aim to es-
timate the technical or economic feasibility of the technology. The
methodology considers ambient, urban geometry, and traffic.
Electricity conversion, storage and transmission as well as dispatch
are not considered in this study. As an example case, we worked on
the Dutch highways network, and drafted the irradiation and DC
yield potential of solar roads for three different potential PV tech-
nologies: monocrystalline silicon (mono c-Si), polycrystalline sili-
con (poly c-Si) and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS). Then, for
two Dutch highways, a study of the traffic shading has been con-
ducted and insightful information about the evaluation of traffic
impact on solar roads yield has been provided. Dutch Highways
have been selected for this first research project due to the wide
data availability and limited slope. However, the same method
could be applied to other roads categories.

The paper is organized as follow. In section 2, the methodology,
the irradiation model is introduced, while the data used and the
model inputs are further described. A sensitivity analysis of the
approach is conducted, based on the model inputs, considering the
possibility of limited data quality or computational power. It fol-
lows a detailed description of the temperature model applied for
the three different PV technologies. Eventually, the traffic shading
model is presented. In Section 3, the model results are reported for
the case of Dutch highways. An example of the A10 highway is
given in order to evaluate the irradiation model and the possible
functionalities of the map. The DC yield results are then compared
with the output of conventional PV systems. The effect of traffic
shading on the study cases of A16 and A12 highways is analyzed
and discussed. In section 4, conclusion, the findings of this research
are summarized and evaluated.

2. Methodology

When it comes to solar road potentialmodelling,fivemain factors
need to be considered: (1) the geometry of the skyline profile and,
therefore, the shading causedby surroundingobjects on themodules,
(2) the temperature of themodule, (3) the shading caused by vehicles
driving on the road surface, (4) the soiling effect, snow and haze and
eventually (5) the feasibility of the project itself, considering aspects
such as the realization costs, noise limitations, Levelized Cost of
Electricity (LCOE), etc. In this research, the first three aspects have
been considered, which means that geometry of the skyline, tem-
perature of themodule and traffic shading are the only variables used
to determine the solar road irradiation and DC potential.

2.1. Skyline profile extraction

In order to account for the shading of the surrounding objects, the
model needs to consider the geometry of all around a selected loca-
tion. Considering the vast amount of land and complexity of urban
areas along highways, CAD-based solutions were found to be
extremely time demanding. On the other hand, photogrammetry
requires very high storage capacity. All this considered, digital surface
models (DSMs) are freely available in some countries (e.g. in the
Netherlands DSM of the entire country as Actueel Hoogtebestand
1 DSM is different than a terrain model (DTM), which only include bare Earth
elevation data.
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Nederland (AHN) in an online open-source dataset [21]) and satisfy
the minimum requirements to obtain the skyline profiles along the
whole national motorways network. DSM represents the natural and
built features on Earth's surface.1 This 3D model is generated with a
measurement technique called LiDAR (Light Detecting and Ranging).
LiDAR is an optical remote-sensing technique which implements a
laser light beam to sample the surface of the Earth, collecting x, y, z
measurements. The measurement is performed by a moving vehicle
(usually an aircraft, helicopter, drone, or a car) which emits laser
pulses that reach theEarthsurface, scattered, and reflectedback to the
vehiclewhere their time and energy of return is then converted into a
height model of the scanned area [22]. In order to eventually extract
the skyline profile from the DSM data of the analyzed area, the
approach described in Ref. [23] is implemented. The skyline profile
consists of a projected 360� image of the objects that surround a
location (e.g. PV module installation site) within 1 km radius.
Although the DSM represents a good replacement for real-life mea-
surements by providing urban elevation profiles in a digital form, the
height data used in this study have a few limitations. (1) the data are
likely to be outdated and the resolution is limited. The most detailed
images that can be extracted from the online open-source represents
the surfaceof theNetherlands inpixels of 0.5� 0.5m2. This resolution
is the one applied in themodel presented here. (2) TheDSMhas a few
intrinsic errors, for instance, it cannot clearly represent vertical sur-
faces. Since the measurements are taken from above the ground, no
information is given about the real shape of the detected objects,
which are simply seen as perpendicular walls. Hence, features like
trees, bridges or even hanging cables lines and traffic shields are
represented asmonolithic blockswith verticalwalls. In the proximity
of these objects, the irradiation potential assessment of solar roads is
affected. (3) A LiDAR-based DSM represents the surface area but does
not give any additional information about the detected items. To
recognize the road network, the Nationaal Wegenbestand (NWB)
map which illustrates the entire road network of the Netherlands, is
superimposed on the DSM. The coordinates of highway location
markers (so-calledhecto-points anddisplacedwith a regulardistance
of 100m along each lane) are used to represent the roads routes. The
use of this map allows to georeference roads in LiDAR data and pro-
vides regularly distributed points along roads width and length,
which permits to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the model by
increasing or reducing their relative distance. How the NWB map is
used in the model to extract the skyline profile along the Dutch
highways is represented in Fig. 1.

2.2. Irradiation model

Most of the irradiation potential models are based on obtaining
the hourly irradiance received at the plane of the array (POA). They
consider two groups of parameters, weather-related and geomet-
rical parameters, namely: light intensity and its distribution over
the sky, target surface (PV module) tilt and orientation, and the
skyline profile of the surrounding [10]. By integrating the hourly
irradiance for one year, the annual irradiation is then obtained for a
specific location. These values are then further inserted into a
thermal and further electrical model to obtain the energy output
potential. As it can be noticed, this modelling approach consists of
repetitive extensive calculations and, nevertheless, a high amount
of meteorological data from the installation site. These are not al-
ways available and, therefore, limit the potential of PV system yield
modelling. Additionally, the wider the area that it is necessary to
consider in the model, the more need for input data [9,24].
Therefore, a different modelling method has been considered for
the purpose of this research project.

A different modelling approach was developed in Ref. [11], the
so-called simplified skyline-based method, based on the fact that



Fig. 1. (a) Dutch road network, (b) hecto-points map of the Dutch road network superimposed on a DSM image, and (c) an example of projected skyline profile of one selected
hecto-point.
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weather conditions for a region are similar from one year to
another. Hence, it is reasonable to replace weather data with
climate data to estimate the annual irradiation on a POA. Therefore,
the model can obtain the annual irradiation at a given location
using only two geometrical indicators that depend on the skyline
profile: sky view factor (SVF) and sun coverage factor (SCF).

The SVF represents the portion of the sky in which the diffuse
radiation from the Sun is not blocked by surrounding objects or
decreased by the module tilt itself, and reaches the POA [25]. It can
be calculated as the fraction of the projected sky dome above the
skyline profile. It varies from 0 when the surrounding objects
completely cover the sky to 1 when the horizon is completely free.

The SCF is defined as “the ratio between the time that the sun is
behind the module or blocked by the skyline per year and the
annual sunshine duration at the same locationwith a clear horizon”
[11]. The SCF does not depend on the light intensity, but only on the
amount of time that the sun is actually covered by the skyline
profile of the surrounding. SCF equals 0 if the horizon is completely
free from objects and 1 if the sky view is completely blocked. It can
be calculated from Eqs. (1), (1a), and (1b):

SCF ¼

P
year

cspðAsðtÞ; asðtÞÞP
year

cfhð asðtÞÞ
(1)

where
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cspðAsðtÞ; asðtÞÞ¼
�
1if 0< asðtÞ � aspðtÞ
0 otherwise

(1a)

cfhð asðtÞÞ¼
�
1 if asðtÞ>0
0 otherwise

(1b)

In Eq. (1), asðtÞ is the altitude of the Sun and aspðtÞ is the altitude
of the skyline profile.

In [11], it was shown that the SVF and SCF are correlated to the
yearly irradiation (Perez irradiance model as reference [26]),
respectively, by linear and cubic functions. The correlation between
the two indicators and the annual irradiation has been obtained
through simulations on both real and synthetic skyline profiles,
resulting in five coefficients. The coefficients that describe the
curve fitting are valid for a specific module tilt angle and orienta-
tion inside a definite climate region. Eventually, the final annual
irradiation l can be expressed by Eq. (2) using five empirical irra-
diation coefficients c1 to c5:

IY ¼ ISCFY þ ISVFY (2)

where
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ISCFY ¼
Xi¼3

i¼1

ci
�
1� SCFi

�
(2a)

ISVFY ¼ SVF
�
c4 þ c5agnd

�
(2b)

where annual sum of the simulated isotropic diffuse and albedo
components, referred as ISVFY is annual sum of the simulated

isotropic diffuse and albedo components (kWh/m2/year) and ISCFY is
annual sum of the direct and circumsolar components (kWh/m2/
year). agnd is the ground albedo.

In [15], it was claimed that the accuracy drop of this model is
balanced by the fact that the geometrical factors and empirical
irradiation coefficients are easy and fast to obtain. However, in this
way, the SCF is not weighted, which means that an object blocking
the sun 1 h in themorning and another object blocking the sun 1 h at
midday contribute equally in the SCF reduction. This causes aweaker
correlation between the model and the hourly irradiation values. In
order to correct this weak point of the model, the input for the
amount of sunlight received based on the altitude of the sun needs to
be corrected. In this paper, we use the concept of analemma to apply
such correction to the PV yield model of [4]. An analemma describes
the position of the Sun, indicated by azimuth and altitude, at a fixed
time in day throughout one year. The analemma does not account for
a variation of the light intensity with the time, but only for the
amount of time that the sun is visible in a specific position of the
projected sky dome. Hourly analemmas are the analemmas of each
daily hour, projected in a 90� � 360� sky dome matrix. In order to
account for this aspect, two correction factors are applied: one based
on the so-called optical air mass (AM), and the other one based on
the light beam angle of incidence (AoI).

In 1970, experiments conducted in the Mojave Desert of Cali-
fornia disclosed a clear correlation between direct irradiance and
sun altitude [27]. The irradiance intensity is observed to reduce
with increasing zenith angle. This phenomenon is related to an
increase of optical air mass and, therefore, the increase of scattering
and absorption of light beams in the atmosphere. To account for
this effect, the AM is calculated from Eq. (3), formulated in Ref. [28]
that considers the Earth's curvature.

AMðqÞ¼
 
cos qz þ 0:48353 q0:095846z

ð96:7412� qzÞ1:754
!�1

(3)

where qZ shows the zenith angle of the Sun position (90�-as).
Following this physical concept, the irradiance on a surface

consequently increases togetherwith its altitude too.Thisbecause the
direct sunlight needs to pass through less atmosphere [27]. The
relation betweendirect irradiance component, sun altitude and point
elevation (only within the first kilometre of altitude) can be obtained
with the empirical relation of Eq. (4), adapted from Ref. [27].

IðAMðtÞ; hÞ¼ I0ð1�1:4hÞe�0:357AMðtÞ0:678 (4)

with I0 the solar constant 1361 (W/m2) [29] and h the altitude of the
point of observation (km).

All this considered, a correction factor fAM based on optical air
mass is introduced into the model. The factor is defined as the ratio
of the actual direct beam for a specific ℎ and AM(t) to the direct
beam at AM1, as expressed in Eq. (5). This is because the I(AM1)
2 Normally roads have a camber up to 3% (1.7�) for drainage purposes. This angle
tilt is neglected in the model.
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indicates the maximum direct irradiation that can reach a terres-
trial surface after passing the atmosphere. AM1 describes the sit-
uation of the Sun positioned at the zenith (as ¼ 90�), where the
shortest possible path of atmosphere needs to be overcome
(around 100 km).

fAM ¼ IðAMðtÞ; hÞ
IðAM1Þ (5)

The AM correction factors varies from 1 when the sun is at the
zenith (as¼90�) and the AM is minimal (AM1) to 0 when the sun is
on the horizon (as¼0�) and AM is maximal (AM26).

To account for a correction factor based on the angle of inci-
dence of the light beam, the Lambert cosine law is applied. It states
that the direct irradiance on the POA is directly proportional to the
cosine of the AoI. From this effect it can be said that the solid angle,
from which the sunbeams can reach the module surface, becomes
smaller with increasing AoI. To compensate this effect, the correc-
tion factor of fAoI is obtained from (Eq. (6)):

fAoI ¼ cos qM cos qZ þ sin qM sin qZ cosðAS �AMÞ (6)

where qM and AM are the tilt and orientation of the module. AS is the
Sun azimuth. For modules with a tilt angle equal to zero (qM ¼ 0),
which corresponds to the approximation considered in this report
for solar roads,2 the correction factor shown in Eq. (6) is simplified to
the cosine of the zenith angle. This approximation is suitable for the
case of the Netherlands where the landscape does not show high
variation of altitude per unit of area. In fact, by following changes in
altitude, roads can have varying slopes. Being solar road modules
integrated in the road surface, these changing tilts should be inte-
grated in the model if applied to other landscapes. In case the model
needs to be implemented on roads whose slopes are not negligible,
in Eq. (6), qM should corresponds to the slope of the road.

Fig. 2 compares the hourly analemmas of the model developed
in Ref. [15] (on the left) and the one corrected with the AM and AoI
correction factors in this paper (on the right). It can be noticed how
the product of the two correction factors strongly reduces the
amount of irradiation received by a solar road. In particular, the
irradiation coming from the Sun altitude up to 10� is completely
invisible for a PV module placed on a horizontal surface while it is
strongly reduced between the Sun altitude angles of 15� and 20�.

2.3. DC yield model

Once the annual irradiation potential of a PV system is known,
its operating efficiency needs to be calculated to obtain the annual
DC yield output. The empirical correlation proposed for the irra-
diation model can be applied for the DC yield model as well. This
means that the annual DC yield output that can be expressed in Eq.
(7), using five other empirical DC yield coefficients of d1 to d5 [15].

EY ¼ ESCFY þ ESVFY (7)

where

ESCFY ¼
Xi¼3

i¼1

di
�
1� SCFi

�
(7a)

ESVFY ¼ SVF
�
d4 þd5agnd

�
(7b)

The DC yield coefficients d1 to d5 are valid for a specific PV
module type and tilt. In the model presented in this paper the
assumption is made that the module type and tilt are fixed along
the road, making the approach described in section 2.3 suitable for



Fig. 2. Examples of hours per year in which the Sun is seen by a solar road module projected in the sky dome in each hourly analemma: (left) before correction, (right) after
implementation of the AM and AoI correction factors [hours/year].

Fig. 3. Sketches (a) of a TNO SolaRoad section and (b) of the solar road module concept applied in this project, inspired by the Wattway solar road technology.

3 The most common detectors are based on inductive loop: a wire coiled in a
circle below the road surface detects the variation of the electric field and can
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DC yield analysis of long distances on roads and highways. How-
ever, as already mentioned, these assumptions are reasonable only
if applied to an area with limited high differences, like the
Netherlands, where the model is applied.

In order to obtain the DC yield coefficients for solar road tech-
nologies, a modification of the temperature model is necessary. In
the case of a solar road, the thermal behavior of the module needs
to be considered differently than conventional modules. The tem-
perature of the module is influenced by the irradiance intensity on
the array top surface, its radiative emission and the conductive heat
transfer between the layers. Since the cells are placed between an
anti-skid layer and the asphalt (see Fig. 3), the cooling effect of wind
and surrounding air on the rear side does not take place. On the
other hand, the underneath soil absorbs the heat, playing the role of
heat sink [1]. Any heat exchange caused by traffic on the solar road
is neglected in this study.

In [14], a thermal model was proposed to estimate the tem-
perature of the solar cells in the SolarRoad concept developed by
TNO and tested in Krommenie, the Netherlands 2014. The model
was built upon the fluid dynamic model described in Ref. [30] with
the integration of conductive heat exchange between the layers. A
one-dimensional heat transfer is considered since all the materials
have low thermal conductivity and because the dimensions of
width and length (in the order of 101 m) are much bigger than
thickness (in the order of 10�3 m). Applying the temperature model
described in Ref. [26], the five DC yield coefficients for SolarRoad
technology are obtained (see Table A2 in the Appendix).
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2.4. Traffic shading model

To consider the effect of traffic shading in the model, traffic data
of vehicles flow q (veh/h) and speed u)km/h) should be considered.
These data are collected with vehicle loop detectors.3 Vehicles’ flow
and speed are represented in the examples of a section of the
highway A16 in Fig. 4.

For each speed and flow value, the coordinates of the mea-
surement points were used to generate a geographical distribution
of the data. The route is then interpolated and described using
200 m distanced points along the highways.

The time that the vehicle needs to completely surpass a very
small part of the highway (e.g. equal to the size of a PV module)
with the length of l can be defined as in Eq. (8).

Dt¼ dþ l
uðtÞ (8)

where d is the length of the vehicle, here assumed to be 5 m
(0.005 km), and u(t) is the travelling speed of the vehicle at the
moment t. The cumulative time in which the point is shaded by
passing vehicles (Ttr) can be calculated as in Eq. (9).
detect when a vehicle passes over the loop and at which speed.



Fig. 4. Vehicles (a) flow and (b) speed obtained from the highway A16 (15e30 km) left lane on the June 4, 2018. Drawing a horizontal line perpendicular to the y axis, the variation
of vehicles' speed or flow throughout the day in a specific point of the road can be obtained. Similarly, following a vertical line perpendicular to the x axes discloses the different
vehicle speeds or flows that are encountered in a specific moment of the day along different sections of the road.
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Ttr ¼ qðtÞDt (9)

where q(t) is the vehicles flow (veh/h) at the moment t. Ttr is a
vector that indicates the minutes in each hour (min/h) of the day
during which the point is shaded by passing vehicles. The coverage
time Ttr can be seen as a reduction of the time in which the sun is
shining on the solar road point.

However, the impact of the shading caused by a car passing
above the road surface varies with time. In fact, a car shading a
point of the road surface at noonwill have a stronger impact on the
reduction of the total daily irradiation if compared with a car
shading for the same time the same point in the evening. For this
reason, Ttr needs to be weighted depending on the moment of the
day and, then, deducted from the hourly analemmas in order to
estimate the effective irradiation that reaches the road surface.
Knowing the Ttr at each hour of the year, it is possible to correlate it
to a specific position of the Sun in the sky dome. Therefore, the Ttr
can be represented in the same way as hourly analemmas which
allow adding weight to this factor. Fig. 5 depicts an example of
hourly traffic shading analemmas for a point on the A16. The plot
shows the time (in minutes) in which the solar road point cannot
see the Sun in its time-specific position in the sky dome due to
traffic shading. This is represented for an entire year with an
analemma for each hour of the day.

In order to correct the total irradiation of one point with traffic
shading, SCF and SVF need to be adjusted. The SCF of Eq. (1) can
therefore be redefined as traffic coverage factor (TCF) in Eq. (10).
The traffic coverage factor corresponds to the: (i) the sum of the
hours in which the sun is behind the elevated skyline (SCF), added
to (ii) the time in which the sun is above the skyline profile but the
point is shaded by passing vehicles, divided by the total amount of
hours in which the sun is above the horizon:

TCF ¼

P
year

cspþtrðAsðtÞ; asðtÞÞP
year

cfhð asðtÞÞ
(10)

where

cspþtrðAsðtÞ; asðtÞÞ¼
�
1if 0< asðtÞ � aspðtÞ
TtrðAsðtÞ; asðtÞÞ otherwise

(10a)

cfhð asðtÞÞ¼
�
1 if asðtÞ>0
0 otherwise

(10b)
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The SVF can be corrected to a traffic view factor (TVF) applying a
shading factor due to traffic ftr, as in Eqs. (11) and (12). TVF can be
generated as the ratio between the corrected analemmas that
consider the traffic shading (the hourly traffic shading analemmas
are subtracted by the hourly Sun analemmas), and the ones that do
not. The traffic shading coefficient varies from 0 in case the traffic
completely blocks the sunlight on the road surface for the entire
year, to 1 in case the point never occurs to be shaded by vehicles
throughout the year.

ftr ¼ sunMat � trMat
sunMat

(11)

TVF ¼ ftr SVF (12)

where sunMat refers to the matrix representing the hourly Sun
analemmas, including the AM and AoI correction factors and the
skyline profile, while trMat describes matrix representing the
hourly traffic shading analemmas. Using the TVF and the TCF,
respectively instead of SCF and SVF in Eqs. (2) and (7), allows to
estimate the irradiation and DC yield potential of a solar road,
considering real traffic data.
3. Results

3.1. Improvement of the irradiation model accuracy

The solar radiation received on Earth depends on theweather and
air mass that the sunlight passes through. It is, therefore, mainly
dependent on locations latitude [27]. Hence, the impact of the AM
based correction factor on the accuracy of the irradiation model is
studied for higher and lower latitudes, in order to explore the
sensitivity of the corrected model. In addition to the two locations
selected in Ref. [11], Delft (The Netherlands, Lat 52.0116�, Long
4.3571�) and Antofagasta (Chile, Lat �23.6483�, Long �70.3984�),
two other cities are considered, Reykjavik (Iceland, Lat 64.142391�,
Long �21.933422�) and Bata (Equatorial Guinea, Lat 1.856503�, Long
9.766125�) which are situated respectively at higher and lower lat-
itudes. For each of these cities, a comparison is conducted between
the coefficients obtained with the original model (where no AM
correction factor was applied) and with the improved version. The
results of the analysis for Delft and Antofagasta are shown in Fig. 6.

It can be observed that applying a correction factor based on the
optical air mass improves the coefficients for low tilt angles. In
particular, for higher latitudes (Delft and Reykjavik), the accuracy of



Fig. 5. Hourly traffic shading analemmas of a point along the A16 [hours/year]. It represents how many hours in a year the Sun is not visible at each position of each projected sky
dome to the solar road point due to traffic. Each analemma represents this for a specific hour of the day throughout the year. A higher traffic shading in the morning hours can be
recognized.
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the model stabilizes on a constant value around 0.99, whereas in
the previous version of the model it was linearly decreasing with
the tilt angle. In the case of lower latitudes (Antofagasta and Bata),
the improvement of themodel is less significant. This is because not
considering the AM correction factor overestimates the radiation at
high zenith angles (when the sun is low on the horizon) in the
original model. The conditions of high zenith angles for Sun alti-
tudes are more often in the case of Delft and Reykjavik since they
are located at higher latitudes. In fact, the variation of the Sun
altitude throughout the year is directly proportional to the latitude
of the location where it is observed. Therefore, moving from Rey-
kjavik to Delft, to Antofagasta and eventually to Bata the over-
estimation of direct sunlight at high zenith angles decreases its
impact on the irradiation estimation.

The same can be said for low module tilt angles. For a module
placed horizontally on the ground (0� tilt), as assumed in this
model applied to the Netherlands, the share on total POA irradia-
tion is higher for the diffuse than for the direct component, due to
the orientation. An overestimation of the Direct Normal Irradiance
(DNI) reduces the accuracy of the total irradiation estimation for
these modules.

To conclude, it can be stated, that introducing the AM correction
factor improves the correlation of the model with the DNI. The
Fig. 6. Improvement of accuracy in the model with implementation of the AM correction fa
module tilt angle. The red line represents the accuracy of the improved model after the imple
Antofagasta (Chile).
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influence of DNI on low tilt angles at higher latitudes is lower than
at lower latitudes. By reducing the influence of the DNI component
with increasing latitude due to air mass, the model is now more
accurate. The improvement still has a limited magnitude due to the
fact that the locations that most benefit from the improved corre-
lation with DNI (higher latitudes) are mostly the ones where the
share of DNI component is less significant.

In fact, themajor improvement to themodel accuracy is provided
by the AoI correction factor. As shown in the comparison in Fig. 7,
after applying the AoI correction factor for 0� tilted modules, 94% of
the results fell within 5% of relative deviation from the simulated
values. In comparison, the previous version of themodelwas giving a
5% range of relative deviation for only 66% of the values.

3.2. Sensitivity analysis

Toanalyse the impactof skylineprofile resolutionontheestimated
irradiation, a sensitivity analysis based on the increase of the azimuth
step angle is conducted. The aimof this analysis is to evaluate the gain
in computational time against the loss of accuracy in the irradiation
potential estimation of a point and eventually suggest the optimal
trade-off between the two aspects. The analysis is applied to a sample
of496points taken fromasectionof theA16highway. Insteadofevery
ctor: the blue line shows the accuracy of the original model expressed with R2 versus
mentation of the AM correction factor. Examples for (a) Delft (the Netherlands) and (b)
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1�, the presence of obstacles is detected for every 2�, 5�, 10�, and 20�.
The obtained profiles are eventually interpolated to generate the
skyline projections (see Fig. 8). The results are then evaluated in order
to find the optimal azimuth step angle.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. It can be
observed that by reducing the step angle, the maximum number of
calculations necessary when extracting the skyline profile de-
creases exponentially. However, this increases the percentage of
deviation of the results from the reference values obtained with 1�

azimuth step angle in an almost linear correlation. The optimal
point is found at 5� azimuth step angle. This would lead to a
reduction of 80% of the number of calculations and a deviation
below 2% in the obtained irradiation values. Still, an azimuth step
angle of 1� is kept in the model.

An additional sensitivity analysis was conducted on the points
density along the road. The objective of this sensitivity analysis was
Fig. 7. Comparison of the relative standard deviation and coefficient of deviation for the orig
generated from the original model described in Ref. [15]).
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to investigate how the density of points distribution along the road
impacts the results. The analysis consists a systematic increase of the
point-to-point distance (hereafter referred as relative points dis-
tance) from 1 to 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 m on the road
length for 7.4 km along the A16. The skyline profile extraction and
the irradiationmodel are then applied to each of the obtained points.
Fig. 10 shows the absolute deviation from the reference irradiation
that can be observed in the points sample by increasing the points
relative distance. It is still possible to represent the average and peak
irradiation along the road with a deviation lower than 2% from the
reference case. However, after 100m of relative distance, values start
to vary more largely and the deviation grows up. This is due to the
fact that the skyline profile does not follow any pattern and it is
rather random. Therefore, when the points are more densely
distributed, more details about specific points will be captured. If the
points are less densely distributed, it is more probable to miss peaks
inal (a) and improved (b) version of the irradiation model for 0� tilted modules (Images



Fig. 8. Examples of how the skyline profile changes by tuning the azimuth step angle from the reference case (a) 1� to (b) 2� , (c) 5� and (d) 10� .

Fig. 9. Maximum number of calculations and deviation of the irradiation results by increasing the azimuth step angle from the reference model (1 m relative points distance).
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of maximum and minimum irradiation. As it can be seen in Fig. 10,
deviation from average experiences a step at 10 and 100m. To be at a
reasonable error level and decrease the computation time as much
as possible, point step of 100m was chosen. The relative distance of
100m atwhich the data are provided in the hecto-points map shows
a 0.4% deviation from the reference average and 1.6% deviation from
the maximum reference values.
3.3. Irradiation potential

After having applied the improvements described in Section 2,
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the five irradiation coefficients for solar roads in the Netherlands
are generated. To derive more accurate irradiation coefficients, the
Netherlands was divided into two climatological regions: the
South-West and the North-East. This is due to the fact that the
country shows a variation of irradiation potential moving from
South-West to North-East [31]. The climate data of two cities within
these regions, Delft (52.0116, 4.3571) and Leeuwarden (53.2012,
5.7999) respectively, are used to generate the irradiation co-
efficients for the two areas. The obtained coefficients can be found
in Table A1 in the Appendix.

For each of the hecto-points used to describe the Dutch



Fig. 10. Irradiation model results deviation by increasing relative points distance from the reference model (1 m relative points distance).
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highways network, the SVF and SCF are obtained from the projected
skyline profile and the irradiation model is applied to the Dutch
highways, using different irradiation coefficients for roads situated
in the South-West and in the North-East part of the country. Fig. B1
in the Appendix shows the graphic results of the model, where the
simulations conducted for every 100 m of length and 15 m of width
while the rest of the points are interpolated.

Overall, Dutch highways show an average irradiation potential
of 882 kWh/m2/y and a maximum peak on A73 of 1026 kWh/m2/y.
The top three most irradiated highways are A31, A5 and A200, as
reported in Table 1. The map also brings the possibility to investi-
gate the potential for solar road installation with higher spatial
resolution. Fig. 11 depicts the irradiation potential of highway A10
around Amsterdam. It is a very useful example to evaluate locations
for a solar road installation project. An area where the construction
of a solar road is not advised would be the section indicated with
the box no. 1. As it can be observed in the picture, trees planted
along the road at the interchange and that an intersecting road
decrease the irradiation potential in the area to an average of
670 kWh/m2/y. On the other hand, the section indicated with the
box no. 2 represents an appealing location for solar road installa-
tion with an average irradiation potential of 940 kWh/m2/y.

Over the Dutch highway network, there are several locations in
which the irradiation potential has been observed to drop. From
further and broader analysis, it has been recognized that reduction
of irradiation potential is mainly caused by the following four fac-
tors: (i) underpasses at interchanges and bridges, (ii) tree-lined
avenues, (iii) urban environment, and (iv) distorted data (traffic
shields, transmission cables, etc.).
Table 1
Irradiation and DC yield of the three most irradiated highways.

Average (kWh/m2/y) A31 A5 A200

Irradiation 1002 999 983
poly c-Si (DC yield) 157 157 154
mono c-Si (DC yield) 196 196 193
CIGS (DC yield) 105 105 101
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3.4. DC yield potential

The DC yield model is applied to the Dutch highways, using the
approach described in Section 2.3 (the DC yield coefficients shown
in Table A2). Again, it is chosen to divide the Netherlands into the
same two regions used for the irradiation model, the South-West
and the North-East. Similar to the irradiation map, Fig. B2 in the
Appendix shows the interpolated results of the DC yield model
assuming that the highways are covered with poly c-Si technology.

For mono c-Si, Dutch highways show an average output of
173 kWh/m2/y and a maximum peak of almost 201 kWh/m2/y in
several sites. If poly c-Si is assumed, then the average output de-
creases to almost 139 kWh/m2/y, with peaks of 160 kWh/m2/y in
the best locations. With CIGS, the annual DC yield is further
reduced to an average of 90 kWh/m2/y and a maximum value of
105 kWh/m2/y.

If the total surface of the Dutch highway network was covered
by solar road modules, 5.2 TWh/y, 6.6 TWh/y, and 3.4 TWh/y of
electricity could be generated in the case of poly c-Si, mono c-Si and
CIGS module technologies, respectively. The Netherlands CBS
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek) reports a national electricity
consumption of 120 TWh in the year 2018 [32]. From 3 to 5% of the
national consumption could, therefore, be obtained from solar road
installations in the Netherlands. If it is considered that public
lighting accounts for around 1.2% of national electricity consump-
tion [33,34], solar highways alone would then be able to entirely
power Dutch street lighting, without considering conversion,
storage (if applicable) and distribution losses.

3.5. Traffic shading effect

The traffic shading model has been applied for two case studies
of highways A16 and A12 in order to observe the effect of traffic on
their energy output. According CBS, A16 and A12 are within the top
four busiest roads in the Netherlands [35]. The A16 (58 km) con-
nects the city of Rotterdam with the Belgian border, while the A12
(137 km) goes from the city of The Hague to the German border.

The data are provided for one point each 200 m, for both left and
right lanes. The data of vehiclesflowand speed are converted into the



Fig. 11. Irradiation potential map of the Amsterdam ring road A10 with main injecting highways. The map helps to recognize the location where building solar roads is not advised,
and also to individuate optimal installation sites.
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Table A1
Irradiation coefficients for 0� tilted solar road modules in the Netherlands. Coeffi-
cient c5 equals zero because in the case of solar roads, no ground reflected irradiance
component is considered.

[kWh/m2/y] c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 Sum

South-West 549 147 �81 441 0 1026
North-East 482 257 �163 406 0 982
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amount of time inwhich a solar road point is completely shaded by a
vehicle at each hour of the day, called traffic coverage time. Figs. B3
and B4 in the Appendix indicate the interpolation of the cumulative
traffic coverage hours obtained for every 200 m along the A16 and
A12, respectively. Theareas indicated inredare the roadsectionsmost
affected by traffic shading and are, therefore, the ones that show the
highest reduction of the annual irradiation potential.

Overall, the annual average coverage time on the A12 counts for
around240h,varying fromaminimumof120toamaximumof450h/
y. Thismeans that, onaverage, apointontheA12 iscompletely shaded
due to traffic for a cumulative amountof 240h/y. ForA16 thenumbers
are slightly lower, with an average coverage time of 230 h/y, varying
from a minimum of 58 to a maximum of 416 h/y.

On average, the annual irradiation and DC yield reduction
caused by traffic has been found to be around 3% among all the
analyzed highways. This shows that traffic shading does not dras-
tically affect solar roads potential. However, this percentage points
losses which are comparable with inverter losses and needs,
therefore, to be taken into consideration [36,37].

Within A12 and A16, there are specific locations where the
reduction rises over 5% for the irradiation and to almost 9% for the
DC yield. On the A12, these points are located in proximity to two
very large interchanges called in Dutch Knooppunt Lunetten and
Knooppunt Velperbroek, located in the province of Utrecht and in
the region of Arnhem, respectively. It can be stated that in-
terchanges usually attract high vehicles flows. Additionally, in the
proximity of ramps, vehicles speed tends to reduce and the number
of lanes decreases as well, generating downstream congestion. A
similar effect can be observed at the exit of the highway, where the
vehicles need to slow down. These phenomena have been observed
to cause a reduction of received irradiation up to 50 kWh in a year.
In the case of A16, there are fewer points where the traffic coverage
time surpasses the 350 h/y.

3.6. Computational time

As simulation time heavily depends on the complexity of the ge-
ometry around a point (generating the skyline profile from the LiDAR
data), a set of 537 randomly selectedpointsover theA16highwaywas
used to calculated the simulation time. On average, each point takes
3.58 s to be simulated excluding the effect of traffic while adding
traffic rounds the simulation time up to 4 s per point. A16 is 58 km
(2960 points) and, thus, the simulation approach scans over the PV
potential over A16 with the speed of 17.6 km/h (3.3 h). The same
process was repeated for A12 with 691 randomly selected points,
which resulted in 4.38 s simulation time per point. For A12 (137 km
with 3255 total points), the simulation speed is 34.6 km/h (3.96 h). It
showsthatnomatter thecomplexityof thehorizonaroundtheroad, it
takes rather a fix amount time to simulate each point. The key factors
affecting the simulation speed over roads are: (1) angular resolution
of horizon scanning, and (2) density of the points on the road, which
depends on the number of the lanes, connections, roundabouts, etc.
Since the researchwas conducted to prove the concept of large-scale
road potential for PV installation, further optimization of the code to
reduce the simulation time was not considered.

4. Conclusion

The open-source map of the hecto-points along the main Dutch
roads is used to identify the locations of the points along the road
where the model is applied. The points have a relative distance of
100 m in the length of the road and of 15 m in the width. From a
DSM of the Netherlands, the skyline profiles of these points were
extracted. To obtain the irradiation and DC yield potential of solar
highways, the simplified skyline-based method was adopted and
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further evolved. Two main corrections were applied to the model
based on the concept of analemma: air mass (AM) and angle of
incidence (AoI) corrections. These modifications resulted in a sig-
nificant increase of the model accuracy, with 94% of the model
results deviate only 5% from the values obtained with the reference
model (Perez irradiance model), instead of the previous 66%.
Assuming the SolarRoad concept developed by TNO, a thermal
model based on [13] was also implemented. Eventually, maps of the
irradiation and DC yield potentials of solar highways for the whole
Netherlands were generated.

Additionally, a traffic shadingmodel, based on real traffic data, is
developed to estimate the irradiation that is shaded by passing
vehicles on a solar road. To account for traffic shading in addition to
the skyline profile, the traffic coverage time is used to correct the
SCF and SVF into traffic coverage factor (TCF) and traffic view factor
(TVF), respectively. The model is applied to the highways A12 and
A16, chosen among the four busiest roads in the Netherlands. The
paper showed that traffic has a limited effect on PV yield output
(3%) and up to 5% of the Dutch electricity consumption could be
obtained from solar road installations. It shows the significant po-
tential of road surfaces as a mean to reduce the CO2 emission.

The solar road map discloses the potential of solar road tech-
nology and could serve for advisory and counselling public and
private Sectors. The map is a useful tool for recognizing the optimal
sites in terms of irradiation, traffic shading, PV technology, and,
cost. In order to allow this model to be more widely used in
countries were roads and highways show higher slopes and tilts,
the model should be improved to take into account the actual tilt of
the solar road modules on the road surface.
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A. Irradiation and DC yield coefficients



Table A2
DC yield coefficients for 0� tilted solar roadmodules in the Netherlands. Coefficient d5 equals zero because in the case of solar roads, no ground reflected irradiance component
is considered.

[kWh/y] poly c-Si d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 Sum

South-West 86 27 �15 63 0 160
North-East 74 46 �29 62 0 153

[kWh/y] mono c-Si d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 Sum

South-West 108 33 �19 79 0 201
North-East 94 56 �35 79 0 982

[kWh/y] CIGS d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 Sum

South-West 56 18 �10 41 0 105
North-East 48 30 �19 41 0 100
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B. National level irradiation and DC yield potential map
Fig. B1. Potential irradiation map of so
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lar highways in the Netherlands..



Fig. B2. Potential DC yield map of solar highways in the Netherlands assuming poly c-Si as the to be installed technology. The average output is almost 139 kWh/m2/y, with peaks of
160 kWh/m2/y..
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Fig. B3. DC yield potential for poly c-Si of A12 after yield reduction due to traffic shading..

Fig. B4. Traffic coverage time for right and left lane of A12..
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